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I. Introduction

1. The provision of adequate and reliable supplies of energy, in the form both
of primary fuels and of electrical energy, is essential to the operation of any modern
eoonomy. Prior to 3S7O little formal attention was paid to the provision of energy
supplies outside the electrical supply industry, where the lead time for the construc
tion of new generating facilities enforced a measure of demand forecasting and supply
planning. Apart from this, oil was cheap and plentiful and could supply all other

energy needs.

2. Following the increases in the price of crude oil since 1S70, especially in
October 1973 and January 1974, those responsible for development planning, especially
in countries not fortunate enough to possess indigenous oil supplies, began to place
greater emphasis upon energy planning as a whole. Oil is still in plentiful supply,
but at a price which places a severe burden on the foreign exchange balances of

ieporting developing countries.

3« The result of this has been renewed emphasis on all phases of energy development,
including promotion of fuel economy, a search for less energy-intensive technology,
development of alternative indigenous sources of energy and over-all energy planning.
In many developing countries, low grade fuel deposits have been known to exist for
e*ny years but have not previously been considered worth developing. The same applies
to many potential hydroelectric sites. All these are now being evaluated in the light
of changed economic circumstances, and for all these activities assistance can be
obtained from the United Nations, as is shown by the examples cited in the latter part

of this paper.

4# The problems faced by African countries in energy development are vast as a
result of shortages of skilled manpower and capital for investment in new productive
facilities. Yet unless energy-producing facilities are kept in balance with other
sectors of the economy, no development plan can be successful. This, in turn, emphasizes
the need for over-all energy planning, in which the United Nations is also willing to

provide assistance.

5. The United Nations, acting through the Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
offers a wide range of technical assistance in connexion with the development of
energy resources, ranging from the search for primary energy sources to development
end exploitation, and also in the operation and maintenance of electricity generating
and distribution systems. Some specialized aspects of energy development are handled
by certain United Nations agenciest for example, nuclear energy is the responsibility
Of the International Atomic Energy Agency. Ifte type and nature of the projects *hem-
eelves are determined by the requirements of individual Governments and the availability

of financing, and they are of an extremely diverse nature. The training of national
staff is an integral part of all technical assistance activities, with the aim of
leaving behind a trained cadre at the termination of each, project. These activities
my, therefore, be regarded as self-liquidating rather than self-perpetuating.

6. Up to now, finance has been the major constraint on such United Nations activities.
Since the principal source of finance for these activities has been the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), it seems unlikely that the constraint will be relaxed
in the immediate future unless new forms of financing can be found. Apart from
financial questions, there has in the past been some lack of awareness on the part of
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Government officials as to what assistance and services in connexion with energy
development were available through the L^ited Nations. AIro, before 1973, energy
matters did not have the overriding urgency which is now accorded to them, and -■

priority was given to other sectors. It is the events of 1973, and P™"^^"*.
rise in the price of crude oil, which have -brought about a new awareness of the basic
need for integrating energy supply in the development process*

H. Scope of United Nations assistance ...,.-._

7. The types of assistance which are available from the United Nations in relation
to energy development may be broadly classified as follows:

(i) Primary resource surveys for fuels and geotherraal energy, and hydroelectric
potential;

(ii) Investment evaluation and feasibility studiesj

(iii) Institution building (i.e* the establishment of a cadre of te^°*W^
trained administrators and managers in ministries and State-owned enterprises

connected with energy); -...;■

(iv) Solving specific operational problems, such as the operation of petroleum
refineries and electrical generating stations and transmission systems;

(v) Technical, legal, and administrative advisory services*

8. The specific energy sources for the development of which advice and assistance
can be obtained from United Nations Headquarters include* oil and natural gas, coal,
hydropower, geothermal energy, oil shale, tar sands, wind energy, solar energy and

bio-gas. ' '

9 A number of technical experts are employed at United Nations Headquarters to deal
with requests for general assistance in these fields, and more specialized assistance
is provided by means of consultants. Ilhere finance is available and the GoverMenrs
to request, teams of experts can be sent to work in a country for periods rangxng from
a couple of weeks to several years. ■'■■-^ .

10. The initiative in requesting assistance must always come from the ^
where financing is to be obtained from UNDP, the request is normally forwarded
the office of the UNDP Resident Representative in the country concerned. In *
of requests for major assistance projects Governments can, upon reques*.**»» £
fromllnited Nations Headquarters in drafting the formal request and in costing the

respective contributions of UNDP and the Government. .

HI. Efran^les of United Nations assistance

11. Specific examples of United Nations assistance to African countries in meeting
their needs with regard to energy are given below.
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(a) Petroleum

12. The. first step in *7.1 pc^re" ?-•*-. rV-*o1r7 •*-*»# is usually the preparation of suitable

legislation and the negotiation of agreements with private concessionaires. The

United Nations has given assistance in such matters to Ghana, Liberia, Mauritius and

Uganda, The next step consists of geological and geophysical' surveys. The United

Nations has hot carried out such work in Africa, because no Government has yet requested

it to do so, but surveys have been made in other parts of the world,, The-United Nations

has, however, assisted African countries in evaluating the exploratory work carried

out by private companies, notably in Benin, Ghana, Kenya and Liberia?

13» The next step in petroleum development is the development of c-U :?ields and produc

tion of crude oil. Assistance in such matters has not been given directly.to any

African country, again for lack of frhe necessary requests, although work of this

nature has been carried out by the United Nations elsewhere in the world.

li* Many countries in Africa now have petroleum refineries, most of which are designed

to satisfy internal demand for petroleum products. The United Nations has assisted

a number of countries in connexion with petroleum refining, its activities ranging

from assistance in supervising the construction of a refinery, the provision of advice

on operation and maintenance, and assistance in negotiating refinery agreements*

Ghana and "the United Republic of Tanzania have been helped in this way,

15* Assistance and advicehave also been provided in connexion with the storage and

distribution of petroleum products, notably in Equatorial Guinea and Lesotho, In

the" latter country a project is being undertaken for the rehabilitation of bulk

storage tanks for petroleum products, and for reconditioning and maintenance of the

associated sea loading lines,

16, A considerable part of the United Nations assistance to African countries in the

petroleum sector has been provided by raeanr. of periodic visits of United Nations Head

quarters technical, advisees, acting rs consultants* This is an effective way of

providing a limited amount of assistance which is urgently required,

(b) Ccal

17» Although some African countries are known to possess coal reserves, little has

been done by the United Nations in this field because of leek of requests from

Governments Q During the two decadec prior to 1973 crude oil was relatively cheap,

and little attention was paid to coal; this situation is likely to change now that

crude oil is no longer cheap. African countries known Jco possess large coal reserves

are Botswana, Nigeria, South Africa- Southern Rhodesia and Swaziland, Lesser but

nevertheless substantial reserves occur in Algeria, Madagascar, Malawi, Morocco,

Mozambique, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia, :

(c) Oil shale

l8» Some African countries, notably Zaire, possess very large deposits of oil shale,

Sa&ller deposits are known to occur in Madagascar and Morocco* It seems likely that

further prospecting would lead to the discovery of additional reserves* The United

Nations has given assistance to Madagascar in investigating oil shale deposits.
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(d) Tar sands

19. These are deposits of sands saturated with semi-solid bituminous material* The

largest deposits in Africa occur at Bemolanga in Madagascar. Considerable work has

been done on these deposits in the hope of finding an economically viable method of

working them. However, although the total amount of bitumen in the deposit is very

large, the rock is very hard and the percentage of bitumen per cubic metre is very

low. Other deposits occur in Ghana, the Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Zaire. The United

Nations hopes shortly to commence assisting the first two countries in investigating

their deposits.

(e) Geothermal energy

20. Geothermal manifestations are widely spread in Africa, lying principally along

the so-called Rift Valley system from Ethiopia southwards. Other occurrences are in

the United Republic of Cameroon. All are associated with comparatively recent volcanic

activity.

21. Reconnaissance surveys for geothermal phenomena have been carried out by United

Nations, personnel in Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, the Niger, Somalia, the United Republic

of Tanzania and Zambia. French authorities have investigated possibilities in the

Territory of the Afars and Issas.

22. The United Nations is carrying out large-scale geothermal investigations in

Kenya and Ethiopia.

23. In Kenya a programme commenced in 1970 with a general geological evaluation in

order to localize the most favourable areas for further exploration accompanied by

geochemical sampling of spring waters. This was followed up by extensive geophysical

surveying of selected areas in order to determine the most appropriate locations for

drilling test wells. A total of six exploratory wells was drilled at Olkaria near

Lake Naivasha; three found steam and three were unproductive* A techno—economic

feasibility study is now being carried out in order to determine whether the field

will be developed for electric power generation.

24. In Ethiopia, reconnaissance surveys were commenced in 1969, in co-operation with

the Geological Survey, and several areas with geothermal manifestations were discovered.

In 1974 work was recommended and a deep drilling programme is now under consideration.

25. In addition to these two projects, advisory missions have been sent to 11 other

African countries. A general overview of the geothermal energy potential in Africa,

based in part on the results of these missions, is given in a separate paper submitted

by CNRETi "Geotherraal resources potential in Africa and recommendations for

development" (E/CN.H/NRSTD/E/ll).

(f) Electrical power

26. The electric power sector has always provided an important contribution towards

national economic progress in all countries. This is particularly true of developing

countries, where the early stages of economic development have produced shar-p increases

in demand for electricity. In these circumstances, many African countries have in the

recent past experienced growth rates in the electricity supply sector higher than those
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in the industrialized nations* In many instances, this upsurge in electricity

daroand has caused difficulty where electricity utilities have been faced with the

need to expand their operations quickly and to undertake more sophisticated planning

•nd operational techniques* This has sometimes revealed inadequacies in existing

institutional arrangements and shortages of appropriately qualified staff* In

addition to the increasing activity which has been experienced in the electricity

supply sector, difficulties have been compounded, in some cases, by the Iocs of

expatriate technicians who have returned to their home countries following tUe

attainment of independence by former colonies. As a result, the United Nations

has often been asked to provide appropriate technical assistance to overcome such

problems*

27» Examples of specific projects which have been carried out by the United Nations

in African countries in connexion with electrical development are described below*

28* An electric power development project was conceived with the jiain purpose of
creating a joint electricity authority to administer the supply and distribution

of electricity in the two countries* The project established a legal framework

within which the authority (Communaute Electrique du Benin) was set up. In addition
to the establishment of the appropriate administrative framework, the project also

sponsored an examination of local hydro power sites and a power market survey for

several years ahead*

29. In addition, consideration was given to various alternative methods of meeting

the envisaged future electricity demands of the C.E.B. It was concluded ihat they

could best be met by taking a high voltage supply from the Volta River Authority1 s

network in Ghana.

30» The training of local staff was given considerable priority and a special train

ing school was set up to train overhead line men and diesel mechanics. In addition,

training at the professional level was carried out by means of fellowships in various

overseas countries*

31« The original project, which ran from 1966 until 1972, was supported by a financial

contribution of $676*000 from UNDP. Subsequently, the United Nations has continued
to provide specialist assistance to the Communaute Electrique du Benin through three

saaller projects involving a total UNDP contribution of $230,000 and covering the

period 1974 to 1977* These projects are concerned with:

(a) Updating the Mono River hydroelectric and irrigation project;

(b) Determining how best to meet the rapidly increasing electricity demand which
is envisaged for the period after 1978 and including the possible need to operate the

existing diesel power stations in parallel with the Volta River Authority's network}

(c) Improving, lay the provision of e::pert assistance and fellowships, the
maintenance and operation of the new high-voltage line linking the CEB and VRA networks.
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Sierra Leone

32. In 1969 the United Nations commenced a project designed to strengthen the Sierra
Leone Electricity Corporation* This project, which included a UKDP contribution
amounting to $592,000, a power market survey and the formulation of a generating
plant construction programme designed to meet the country's future demand for
electricity. In addition, preliminary investigations were carried out of possxble
hydro power sites. Central workshop facilities were provided to assist the Corpora
tion in the maintenance of its generation and distribution equipment, while a mobile
workshop was provided to facilitate the adequate maintenance of small diesel power
stations in remote parts of the country away from established worl-^hop facilities.

33. Training, an important aspect of this project, was provided by experts in the
Central Workshops as well as being made available at the professional level by

means of overseas fellowships.

34. Although the main activities of the project terminated in 1972, expert assistance
was continued at the Central Workshops until it was found that the local supervisory

staff were capable of supervising its activities unaided.

Ghana ;

35. Although the Ghana Electricity Corporation is a large and sophisticated organiza
tion, it found itself in need of the services of a highly specialized expert in the
field of high-voltage substation planning. Following a request for such assistance
to the United Nations, a suitable expert was supplied and worked with the Corporation's
planning staff from 1971. During this period the expert not only carried out design
work on high-voltage substation installations, but also devoted a considerable part

of his activities to training local personnel.

Zambia

36. The Electricity Corporation of Zambia has been receiving assistance from a United
Nations expert in high-voltage transmission lines since 1968. Over this period the
duties of the expert have broadened, and he is now a General Electrical Adviser and

is malting strenuous efforts to train local staff.

Equatorial Guinea

37. The power stations in Equatorial Guinea depend upon diesel engines, and in 1970
these were in a poor state of maintenance. As a result of an urgent request for
assistance the United Nations supplied an expert diesel power station engineer, who
was responsible for organizing and supervising the proper maintenance of power station
plant. As a result of this assistance the security of supply has been improved and
an attempt has been made to train local personnel in proper operation and maintenance

techniques.

Mozambique

38. Following the cessation of hostilities in Mozambique, an urgent request was received
by the United Nations in early 1975 for the supply of emergency diesel electric power
plant to replace war-damaged equipment. This plant has been ordered, and should arrive

in Mozambique shortly.
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3S« The Government of Itaambique is now experiencing difficulties with the maintenance

of diesel electric power stations due to the fact that many expatriate technicians left
the country following independence. The United Nations has therefore been asked to
simply an expert diesel power engineer to organize and supervise the maintenance of
these power stations. In addition, it is hoped to supply fcfczambique with an associate

expert who will work under the senior expert*

Guinea—Bissau

40. Following independence, Guinea-Bissau has been suffering from the fact that some
expatriate technicians have left the country. As a result, the United Nations has
been requested to supply an expert in the field of diesel power plant operation and

maintenance, and recruitment is at present in progress.

Madagascar

41. Between 1969 and 1972, a UNDP institution-building project was undertaken in

Ifedagascar. Under the terms of the project, recommendations were made to improve the
legislation and administrative organization of the electricity and water authority of

tfodagascar. In addition, a power market survey was undertaken covering likely
electricity demand in future years, and a power plant construction programme was

fotwulated to provide sufficient generating plant. A further section of the project

dealt with the study of lignite and oil shale which are present in the Antanifotsy

Basin. Electricity tariffs were also studied and recommendations were made for their
revision. An important aspect of this project was the training of local staff through

the award of fellowships in foreign countries.

Somlia

42. From 1971 to 1972, the United Nations provided Somalia with the services of an

electrical engineer, who was occupied with the modernization of the electricity sector*

In addition, assistance was given in the formulation of uniform safety standards, the

review of the existing tariff structure and the preparation of operating manuals for

the various suppliers of electricity. The expert was also responsible for the co

ordination of all electricity planning within the Ministry of Public Works. The

opportunity was taken during the course of the project to train local staff in relevant

aspects of the electricity supply sector.

Energy planning

43. It was mentioned earlier that the changed world energy situation had emphasized

the need for over-all energy planning, and the United Nations is at present providing

such assistance to the Zambia National Energy Corporation.

IV. Conclusion

44« A detailed annex is attached to this paper indicating technical co-operation projects

and technical assistance in all energy matters provided by the United Nations to develop

ing countries in Africa, Asia and latin America. , A second annex contains a list of

papers, reports and publications issued by United Nations Headquarters in the field

of energy, particularly on the proceedings of meetings which have been organized over
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the years. Many participants from Africa have attended these meetings to exchange

experience with their colleagues from other countries and continents and to benefit

from information and analysis t*f up-to-date developments in the technical, economic

and other aspects ox their particular interest in energy matters*

45» In this respect, mention must be made of the United Nations Meeting on Co-operation

Among Developing Countries in Petroleum (Geneva, November 1975) which was attended
by 37 participants from ?J\ developing countries of Africa. At this Meeting, co

operative arrangements among developing countries in petroleum exploration, trans

portation, refining, distribution and associated matters such as petrochemicals,

sharing of information, training of personnel and research and development were

reviewed and possibilities were examined with a view to expanding and intensifying

such, co-operation.
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ANNEX Is SEIECTED LIST OF TECHNICAL CO-OPESATICN FHOJECTS IN ENERGY EXECUTED
BY THE UNITED NATIONS CENTRE FOR NATURAL RESOURCES, ENERGY AND

TRANSPCLT .

AFGHANISTAN:

ARGENTINA s

BARBADOS;

BOLIVIA»

BOLIVIA i

Integrated development of the Kunar Region

"UNDP contributions $400,000

Government contributions (not available)

Dates: 1975-197C

Descriptions This is principally a transport development project

with a minor electric power component, consisting of the design

and installation of a small hydroelectric power plant.

Strengthening energy studies

UNDP contributions (not available)
Government contribution: (not available)
Date: 1975

Descriptions This project involves the construction of a mathematical

model of the entire energy sector of the Argentine economy. The
project is in its initial stages, and the precise financial contribu

tions have not yet been determined.

Petroleum refining

UNDP contribution: $3,000

Government contribution: (not available)

Dates 1975 .

Descriptions This was a small project requiring the services of a
petroleum engineer for one month for the purpose of examining the

operations of the local petroleum refinery.

Centre for Petroleum Development

UNDP contributions $1,222,030

Gaverritaent contribution: $460,470

Dates: 1966-1975

Descriptions This project required the establishment of a central

laboratory complex tp support the petroleum exploration and develop

ment activities <>f yaciraientos Petroliferos Fiscales Bolivianos,

the Bolivian State oil company. The laboratories established were

concerned with geology (palynology, palaeontology, sedimentology),
geophysics, (seismic data processing)., petroleum engineering
(analysis of the physical properties of crude oil, natural gas and

the reservoir rocks) and drilling (properties of drilling muds and
cementf especially those produced locally). Professional services
and training were provided in all these fields.

Energy resources evaluation

UNDP contributions $621,050

Government contribution: $424,575

Dates: 1974-1977
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CAJfiODIAt

CHILE:

CffltlEi

CHIX£i

Description: This is a survey of the energy resources of the country

with special emphasis on hydroelectric resources, with the object

of assisting in the formulation of over-all energy policy and of an

electrification programme for the period 198O-19SO.

Strengthening the Directorate of Electric Power

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution:

Dates: 1966-1973

Description: This project provided assistance to the Directorate

in planning for electricity supply and distribution.

Geothermal development in northern Chile

UNDP contribution: $1,541,392

Government contribution: E 710,799,960

Dates: 1966-1975

Description: Exploration of the two northern provinces of Tarapaca

and Antofagasta for geothermal resources, followed by the drilling

of several wells at El Tatio, located in the Andes at an elevation

of 4000metres above sea level and some 300 kilometres inland from the

Pacific coast. A steam field was discovered,and technc-economic

feasibility studies are being undertaken to determine the potential

of the field for power generation and fresh water production.

Off-shore exploration for petroleum

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution:

Dates: 1971-1974

Description: An aeromagnetic survey of the central part of the Pacific
coast of Chile was followed by marine seismic surveys in the same area

and in the eastern Straits of Magellan* Suitable locations for

exploratory wells were determined,,and drilling off the Pacific Coast

by the Erapresa Nacional del Petroleo (the State oil company) led to
the discovery of a deposit of natural gas. Feasibility studies by

the United Nations indicated that development would be uneconomic,

but that further exploration was justified* A te<>hno-eoonoinic feasibility

study of off-shore oil and gas iproduction in the Straits o* Magellan was

also made by the United Nations*

Petroleum exploration in central and southern Chile

UNDP contribution: $1,747,479
Government contribution: (not available)

Dates: 1973-1976

Description: A marine seismic survey was carried out off the Pacific

coast of Chile to amplify and extend the survey described'under the

previous project. Digital recording seismic survey equipment for land
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use was provided, and seismic surveys are being carried out. A
digital computer and programmes for seismic data processing are

being provided, together with training for-Chilean personnel in

its use*

CZBCHCSUJVAKJAi

Geothermal resources development

UNDP contribution: $71,000

Government contribution! $38»49O

Dates a 1975-1S77

Description! To advise and assist Czech technical specialists

in the evaluation and development of the geothermal resources of

' ' the country. ,<■,-.. :•. ■

ECUADOR| Strengthening the petroleum sector

UNDP contribution! $1,004,824

Government contribution!

Dates! 1973-1977

Description! The project provides a team of specialists to assist
the personnel of the Ministry of Petroleum in administering the

petroleum industry and in setting up the State oil company,

Corapafiia Estatal Petrolera Ecuatoriana. The range of expertise
provided ranges from petroleum geology, engineering and administra

tion to petroleum economics*

EL SALVADOR* Survey of geotherraal resources * Y

UNDP contribution! .

Government contribution!

Dates! 1965-1972

Description* The project commenced with geological and.geophysical

surveys designed to locate sites for exploratory wells* A number

of wells were drilled and a major steam field was discovered at

Ahuachapan in the western part of the country* An electrical power'

station was constructed by the Government and is now in operation*

ETHIOPIA* Investigation of geothermal resources for power development

UNDP contribution: $1,241*400

Government contribution! $842,896

Dates! 1969-1971 (second phase! 1974^1977)«

Description! The first phase of the project consisted of geological

and geophysical surveys which identified three specific areas for

intensified exploration*- The second part of the project involves

the selection of drilling locations and the drilling of exploratory

wells.
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EQUATORIAL

GUINEAS

EQUATORIAL

GUINEA!

GHANA*

GUINEA-

BISSAU t

HAITI I

INDIA i

-El ctricity system planning and operation

XJNDP contribution* $235*585 ,. . .
Government contribution:

Dates! 1970-1975

Description: Provision of advice and assistance in maintaining
and planning the electricity supply and distribution system.

Assistance in petroleum product distribution

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution:

Date! 1S75 ' '[ ''" ' '[' ~ : -.- -

Description: Project being formulated. Itwijl incl^epair and
maintenance of bulk petroleum storage installations and training

of local personnel in their operation. . .. ■ t

Assistance to the Electricity Corporation: ,■ ...

UNDP contributioni " :

Government contribution!

Dates 1! 1969-1973 ■' ' ■ "■■ ; , . L-.: . ;;

' Description: Provision of technical, experts and training in
'.electricity'iiis^ribution* ■ • ■ •"

Ifenagement of the electricity supply sector

UNDP contribution: " *

Government contribution:

Date:

Description: Project being formulated. Assistance and training
in conneiion'with electricity supply and distribution.

National Electricity Authority

UNDP contribution 1 \

Government contribution!

Dates! 1972-1974

Description: Provision of technical support in increasing
hydroelectric power supply, and evaluation; of lignite deposits.

Institute for Petroleum Exploration

UNDP contribution: ; _• , ■

Government contribution! ■

Dates: 1961-1966 » ■

Description: Establishment of a central laboratory, and training
complek, in co-operation with the Oil and Natural Gas Commission, to
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INDIA t

INDIAi

2KDXAi

INDZAt

WDONESIA:

cover all aspects of petroleum exploration and development,

including geology, geophysical surveying, drilling and petroleum

engineering.

Establishment of a national electricity system operation organization

UNDP contribution: $422,669

Government contribution: $&7&tCl9

Datesi 1975-197C

Description: Establishment of a data centre for operation of a

national electrical network, ard support for the Bangalore load

Despatching Training Centre*

Intensification of off-shore oil exploration

UNBP contribution:

Government contribution1

Date: 1975

Description: Project under consideration* IVovides for a master

development plan for the Bombay High off-shore oil -field,including

mathematical simulation of the oil reservoirs*

Prevention of sea pollution

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution:

Date: 1976

Description: A companion project to the above, designed to minimize

the risk of oil spills during development of the Bombay High oil

field.

Exploration and development of geothermal power

UNDP contribution: #522,000

Governme&t. contribution: $846,666

Dates: 1974-1977

Description: Advice and assistance to Indian technical personnel

in exploring for geothermal resources in northern and north-western

India. ■

Coal exploration and development

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution:

Dates: 1967-1969

Description: FVovision of a coal expert to evaluate coal reserves

and advise on mine rehabilitation.
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INDONESIA

(West Irian)

KENYA:

MADAGASCARl

WVLTA:

NICARAGUA!

Electrical power supply

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution?

Dates: 196G-1S72

Description8 Provision of electrical experts and equipment

for rehabilitation of the electrical supply system.

Exploration and development of geothermal power

UNDP contributioni $l,15O,6l£ .
Government contribution: $201,600

Dates: 1970-1975

Description: Exploration for geotheriaal steam in the Rift Valley

area. A steam field was discovered at Olkaria and productivity

measurements are being made, to be followed by a feasibility

study for full-scale development for power generation.

Preparation of a power development programme

UNDP contribution: $700,000

Government contribution: &200,000

Dates: 1960-1973

Description: Prepared forecasts of electrical power demand and

evaluated alternative sources of fuel supply, including indigenous

hydropower, oil shale and lignite, as against imported oil.

Petroleum exploration

UNDP contributions $298,135
Government contributioni &82,C72

Dates: 197O-197C

Description: The United Nations assisted the Government- in preparing

petroleum legislation, soliciting offers from private companies for

off-shore oil exploration, evaluating the competing offers and

ensuring that the companies complied with their contractual obligations.

Provision of emergency generating plant

UNDP contribution: $121,800

Government contribution: •

Date: 197o

Description: Purchase and installation of electrical generating

plant to supplement existing facilities*

Geothermal resources development

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution:

Dates: 1973-1975
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NZGERt

HUMfts

PAUSTANj

PHXLIPPINESt

STRIAI

Descriptions Initiated an over-all geothermal exploration
gramme, which was interred by the M^a^h<f^teral
Work was later resumed on a limited scale, supervising bilateral
assistance and contractors engaged by the Government,

Solar Energy Institute

U5JDP contributions

Government contribution*

Dates* 1964-1967

Description: Establishment of a solar energy research institute
and training °f personnel in solar energy technology*

Petroleum legislation

UNDP contribution*

Government contribution: ■,-..,'...:.

Dates: 19S9

Description* Provided assistance in drawing up Pf. . ■
legSlation, evaluating offers for concessions and supervising
the operations of private oil companies#

Energy resources survey

UNDP contribution 1 $472,000
Government contribution! $109,232 .... ...

Dates! 1974-19.75 -

Description* Established an inventory of energy resources,

^JticSaTTy oil, natural gas and coal. Prepared forecastsof
sunoly and demand for primary and secondary enerWJ***^'
and made recommendations to the Government as to the best way ,.. ,,.

of meeting these requirements.

Survey of coal resources in Mindanao

UNDP contributions

Government contribution:

Datesj 1S52-1974

i Exploration for coal in the island of J^^*
l prove mineable reserves of coal and rehabilitate the

Malangas mine. The project proved the existence of 50 million
tons of coal, most of it having coking properties, ....

Strengthening the exploratory drilling capacity of the Ministry .. ,.

of Petroleum

UNDP contributions #9,870,000
Government contribution: ^19,350,000

Datest 1S75-1S7G

Description: Purchase of heavy rotary oil drilling equipment capable
bi?'drilling to 5,000 metres,, and training of Syrian personnel to
operate this equipment while actually drilling exploratory wells.
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OH* IKONE, Strengthening the Sierra U« Electricity Corporation
UNDP contribution: m,>7vaJ,uw

Government contribution: $100,000

Dateot 1959-1972

TPenance of diesel- generates

TSINIEfcD AND . ■
TCBAGO* Petroleum administration

UNDP contribution:
Government contribution:

Dates: 1964-1969

ST ABDi Seismic survey of! the^e area between Trinidad and Tobago
UNDP contributidhs

Government contribution:

Datest 1968-1971

Geothermal survey of uestem Anatolia

UNDP contribution:

Government contribution:

Dates: 1SS6-1973

TORKEYl

content of the reservoir fluids.

Establishment of a Petroleum Development Centre

UNDP contribution: $629,074
Government contribution: U0b,00O

Dates: 1972-1975

of heavy oil from the Bati Hainan fxeld.
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TOIUiEY: Assistance for petroleum prospection
UNBP contribution: . ,--.-■. :-•-..

Government contributions

Dates: 1975-197S

Description; Provision of two experts to assist the Mineral

Research Institute in oil prospecting.

WESTERN SAMCtt: Provision of a general manager for electrical supply

UNBP contributions $42,250

Government contributions

Dates: 1975-1977

Description: Provision of a general manager for the Government-

owned electrical supply corporation,

YUGOSLAVIA! Regional development of the upper Sava Hiver basin

UNDP contribution: - '■ .

Government contribution:

Dates: 1969-1973

Description: Evaluation of coal resources and coal mining

activity in the upper Sava River basin, with a view to modernizing

and rationalizing operations,

ZMBTAt Assistance to the Zambia Electricity Supply Corporation

UNDP contribution: &l8O,79£
Government contributiont

Dates: 1969-1976

Description: Provision of a senior electrical engineer to advise

on the evaluation of electrical power supply projects and the

operation of an electrical enterprise,

ZASSlAt Assistance to the Zambia National Energy Corporation

UNDP contribution:

Government contributions

Date* 1976

Description: Project being formulated* Operations commenced with

an advisory mission regarding a proposed reorganization of ZftEGj .'•
to be followed by the provision of senior technical advisers in

petroleum refining and marketing, electrical power undertakings

and corporate planning»

In addition to the above single-country projects, a joint country project

involving Benin and Togo was undertaken.
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BENIN AND TOGOt Assistance to the ComnunautS Electrique du Benin

UNDP contribution: $100,000

Government contribution;

Dates: 1964-1977

Descriptioni I&de forecasts of electrical supply and demand

in both countries and assisted in organizing the Comraunaute
Electrique du Benin, and in obtaining supplies of electric

power from Ghana*

Countries which have received advisory missions from the United Nations on

energy and related subjects not connected with the projects described abovet

Africa

Benin

Ethiopia

Gambia

Ghana

Kenya

Lesotho

Liberia

Malawi

Mauritania

Mauritius

Niger

Senegal

Uganda

United Republic

of Tanzania

Asia

Bangladesh

India

Malaysia

Pakistan

Philippines

Petroleum exploration

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum exploration, legislation, refining

Petroleum exploration, legislation

Petroleum products supply

Petroleum exploration, legislation

Geatherma1 exploration

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum concession negotiation

Petroleum legislation

Solar energy, petroleum legislation

Petroleum exploration, legislation

Geothermal exploration

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation, organization of State oil company

Petroleum legislation

Energy policy
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Cwtral America and Caribbean area

Bsluunas

Barbados

Costa Rica

Cuba

Dominican

Republic

EX Salvador

Guatemala

Haiti

Honduras

Panama

Trinidad and

Tobago

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation •

Volcanic eruption, Geothermal exploration, petroleum legislation

Electrical power

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation

Geothermal development, petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation, geothermal exploration

Geothermal exploration, petroleum legislation

land seismic surveys

Turks and Caicos
Islands Petroleum concession agreements

Geotheroal exploration

Controlling gas well blow-outs

>e

Romania

Yugoslavia

Oceania

Gilbert and Ellice

Islands Petroleum products supply

Solomon Islands Petroleum legislation, geothermal exploration

If•«tern Samoa Petroleum products supply

South America

Brazil

Colombia

Guyana

Faru

Uruguay

Petroleum refining, legislation

Petroleum legislation

Petroleum exploration, legislation

Electrical supply, petroleum legislation

Petroleum legislation
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West Asia

Jordan

Lebanon

Geothermal exploration

Petroleum exploration, legislation

Notei Requests for advisory services in connexion with Pf^. e^
and other energy-related matters have been received from the following

African countries*

Burundi

Central African Republic

Congo

Gabon

Ghana

Ivory Coast

Liberia

Somalia

Uganda

United Republic of Cameroon
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